Upcoming Seminars w/Shidoshi Jeffrey M. Miller
All Events are for the year 2010 and held at Warrior Concepts’ Headquarters Academy, unless otherwise noted.
Also, unless otherwise listed, course and seminar fees are for training only. Students are responsible for their own
expenses relating to travel, meals, and accommodations.
If you need assistance with finding local hotels, etc., feel free to send an email for details to:
warriorc@warrior-concepts-online.com

March
20 - 21 Advanced Sanshin no Kata & Kihon Happo
Think you know these so-called “basic training models?” Think again!
Join Shidoshi Miller for a weekend of exploration into the 3 levels of
transmission of the Sanshin as-well-as a look at the Kihon Happo as
you’ve never seen it before.
This training event is open to anyone, 14 and older, regardless of prior
training or affiliation with Warrior Concepts or the International Bujinkan
Dojo (IBD).
Cost: $250 $150 for WCI Shinobi-Kai & “Inner Circle” members
April
16 - 18 Spring Ninja Training Camp
Plan now to attend this year’s annual Spring training event for serious
students of Ninjutsu - the martial art and life skills of Japan’s ancient
Ninja families. Join Shidoshi Miller for a weekend of intense training and
immersion into the strategies, tactics, and techniques that make Ninjutsu
one of the most comprehensive and powerful systems of self-protection &
personal development ever created!
This year’s theme is: “Training The Total Human Being”
Training will focus, not only on the skills and techniques within the
Bujinkan, but also the science behind how we, as humans, operate under
pressure. We are currently working on several special break-out sessions
that will be unique to this camp, as well as getting back on track with our
standard venue. The cost of this years event includes all training, lodging,
meals, certificate of training, and a commemorative camp T-shirt. You
may also pre-order this year’s camp video at a significant discount.
Cost: $597. $275 for WCI Shinobi-kai & “Inner Circle” training members

April 26 May 10

Annual Spring Japan Training Adventure
Join Shidoshi Miller for his annual Spring Training Trip to the birthplace
of the Ninja - Japan! Choose from a 1 or 2 week training package filled
with training, site-seeing, and travel to sacred, power places connected to
this powerful martial art. Let Shidoshi Miller be your tour guide as he
introduces you to Grandmaster Hatsumi and other Master Instructors in
the art and practice of Ninjutsu; leads you to many of the temples and
spiritual centers connected to your studies; and introduces you to the
culture and people of Japan!
Where, the Fall trip will focus on the “inner”, more spiritual, aspect of the
Ninja’s arts, the focus of this trip is on the Warrior Side of our traditions.
Site-seeing and visits to historical sites will center around the YO (or
“yang” in Chinese - combat oriented facets of our training.)
This trip is limited to no more than 8 serious students. Call or email for
details only if you are serious. You can also get additional information
about these yearly training trips by visiting the Warrior Concepts web site
at: http://www.warrior-concepts-online.com/japan-trip.html
Cost: Full, 2 week training adventure - $3,750

1 wk only - $2,580

(Meals, and certain add’l expenses are the responsibility of the student)

May
29

Ninja no Teppojutsu (Combat Handgun Lvl 2)
Go beyond the basics of using the handgun for self-protection.
Participants will learn to use their basic skills in situations where time and
effectiveness are the key. Critical skills such as moving while engaging a
target, draw and fire against an advancing attacker, and “double-tapping” pulling the trigger twice each time the weapon is fired - will be covered
along with life-saving strategies and tactics proven to work “under fire!”
Cost: $150 (WCI Leadership, Shinobi-kai & “Inner Circle” members save 20%)

30

Ninja no Zanzon Ho Tejun (Wilderness Survival) Lvl 1
Spend a day on some of the basic skills in the Ninja’s wilderness survival
studies. You will learn the 9 Initial Steps for Successful Survival,
as-well-as learn the critical lessons for survival shelter-building, water
collection & purification, and more!
This is a must for all Shinobi-Kai students to attain the rank of Shodan or
higher in the WCI & Bujinkan Moki no Tora Dojo Life Mastery Program.

Cost: $150 (Shinobi-kai & “Inner Circle” members save 20%)
** If you plan to be in town for both of the events during this powerful
weekend, call or email about the special Weekender Rate!
June
5-6

EDR Certification Course Lvl 1
Get your level 1 certification skills and materials in Shidoshi Miller’s
unique EDR (Emotion-based Defensive Response) Non-Martial Arts
Defensive Training Program! During this powerful, 12-hour course, you
will learn more than most karate students learn in YEARS about
real-world self-defense. This course covers the basics of effective
positioning, human stress and defensive response, matching the right
physical techniques to each of your own hard-wired emotion-based
defense response modes.
During this 2-day event, you will learn the basic skills designed into the
first proficiency level curriculum - defenses against punching, kicking,
and grabbing attacks. You will also learn to escape from restraints and
ground pinning attacks.
The cost of this course, including all course materials, training DVD, and
Certificate of Training, is only $249. (WCI Mastery Leadership,
Shinobi-kai, and “Inner Circle” members - only $150.)

September
5-6

EDR Certification Course Lvl 1
Get your level 1 certification skills and materials in Shidoshi Miller’s
unique EDR (Emotion-based Defensive Response) Non-Martial Arts
Defensive Training Program! During this powerful, 12-hour course, you
will learn more than most karate students learn in YEARS about
real-world self-defense. This course covers the basics of effective
positioning, human stress and defensive response, matching the right
physical techniques to each of your own hard-wired emotion-based
defense response modes.
During this 2-day event, you will learn the basic skills designed into the
first proficiency level curriculum - defenses against punching, kicking,
and grabbing attacks. You will also learn to escape from restraints and
ground pinning attacks.

The cost of this course, including all course materials, training DVD, and
Certificate of Training, is only $249. (WCI Mastery Leadership,
Shinobi-kai, and “Inner Circle” members - only $150.)

6 - 20

Annual Fall Japan Training Adventure
Join Shidoshi Miller for his annual Fall Training Trip to the birthplace
of the Ninja - Japan! Choose from a 1 or 2 week training package filled
with training, site-seeing, and travel to sacred, power places connected to
this powerful martial art. Let Shidoshi Miller be your tour guide as he
introduces you to Grandmaster Hatsumi and other Master Instructors in
the art and practice of Ninjutsu; leads you to many of the temples and
spiritual centers connected to your studies; and introduces you to the
culture and people of Japan!
Where, the Spring trip will focus on the “outer”, more combat, aspect of
the Ninja’s arts, the focus of this trip is on the Spiritual Side of our
traditions. Site-seeing and visits to historical sites will center around the
IN (or “yin” in Chinese - life-empowering facets of our training.)
This trip is limited to no more than 8 serious students. Call or email for
details only if you are serious. You can also get additional information
about these yearly training trips by visiting the Warrior Concepts web site
at: http://www.warrior-concepts-online.com/japan-trip.html
Cost: Full, 2 week training adventure - $3,750 1 wk only - $2,580
(Meals, and certain add’l expenses are the responsibility of the student)

October
15 - 17

Fall Ninja Training Camp
Plan now to attend this year’s annual Fall training event for serious
students of Ninjutsu - the martial art and life skills of Japan’s ancient
Ninja families. Join Shidoshi Miller for a weekend of intense training and
immersion into the strategies, tactics, and techniques that make Ninjutsu
one of the most comprehensive and powerful systems of self-protection &
personal development ever created!
This year’s theme is: “Insights & Perspectives for the Modern Warrior”
Training will focus on the different perspectives taken by the 9 lineages
that make up the Bujinkan Dojo, as well as how we can literally recreate
ourselves for massive progress and success by changing our beliefs and

understanding of ourselves, our world, and the connection between these
two aspects that form our personal reality. Get more information about
the Shidoshi’s yearly Camps at:
http://www.warrior-concepts-online.com/ninja-camps.html
The cost of this years event includes all training, lodging, meals,
certificate of training, and a commemorative camp T-shirt. You may also
pre-order this year’s camp video at a significant discount.
Cost: $597. $275 for WCI Shinobi-kai & “Inner Circle” training members

SPECIAL NOTES:
** This is not a complete list for all seminars to be held this year. I am currently in the
planning stages for a few more events.
++ Why not host an event in your area? I will work with you to plan, schedule, and host a
training event that will both provide the training that you need, and to bring this training
closer to you.
* If you are interested in forming a training group and becoming a certified instructor
under the guidance of, not only a master teacher in the Ninja’s martial arts, but also an
internationally-recognized self defense expert and creator of the unique, EDR Training
System, send me an email with the words “Group Leader Certification” in the subject
line.

## I have a very busy schedule throughout the year. In addition to teaching both Ninjutsu, and
EDR courses, and related studies, I also consult with companies, universities and schools, and
hospitals on the subject of Workplace Violence Defense & Personal Safety Training.
However, I do have a limited number of hours/days available for 1-on-1 private training
with those students who truly want to put their training on the fast-track. If this is something that
you are interested in pursuing, send an email for details to the following email address:
warriorc@warrior-concepts-online.com
See You In Training!

Shidoshi Miller

